Eric Bateman
SOUTH AFRICA
I really enjoyed reading the article. It does credit to an exceptional person in so many respects whom I greatly admire. He deserves all the recognition and accolades that society offers, not only from the allergy/respiratory/immunology community.

Kazi Bennoor
BANGLADESH
Congratulations

Maria Beatrice Bilo
ITALY
Many thanks Anna for updating me!

Sergio Bonini
ITALY
I enjoyed your article. A deserved recognition to Jean! It has been a long successful journey since the first oral communication that we gave together in an empty room .... somewhere...

Sinthia Bosnic-Anticevich
AUSTRALIA
Congratulations. What wonderful news!!
You are so deserving – truly a LEGEND!!!!

Isabelle Bosse
FRANCE
Congratulations

Roland Buhl
GERMANY
Please congratulate Jean on my behalf – well deserved

Paulo Camargos
BRAZIL
Meritiorus, mandatory and timely tribute. Aplause from Brazil!
Congratulations for that initiative, Anna!

Thierry Camuzat
FRANCE
Nice paper, Anna!
What a legend! What a record! What a phenomenon!
Fortunately enough, I know you Jean, so I can be affirmative: the legend is not a “legend”, but really exists, as we’d say...

Antonio Cano
SPAIN
Please give a most kind hug to Jean.
It is a privilege to have him as a friend.

Walter Canonica
ITALY
A tribute to a real Legend!!!!!!
Victoria Cardona
SPAIN
Congratulations, well deserved!

Tom Casale
USA
Congratulations Anna and Jean!

Lorenzo Cecchi
ITALY
It was my pleasure to read this article and an honour to know Jean.

Alfonso Cepeda
SPAIN
Congratulations, Jean. You are always a NEW story!
Thank you for all you have given to humanity through your important innovative contributions to science.

Yoon-Seok Chang
KOREA
Thank you for the information on the article.
I totally agree with you!

Claudia Chaves Loureiro
PORTUGAL
First and foremost, congratulations on the Allergy paper. Really an inspiration to all of us.

Ekaterine Chkhartishvili
GEORGIA
Congratulations and best wishes

Derek Chu
CANADA
Wonderful Anna! Beautifully written and a delight to read. There is no doubt that Jean’s enthusiasm and endless energy is infectious!

Cemal Cingi
TURKEY
Congratulations!

Giorgio Ciprandi
ITALY
Jean is a Genius!

Jaime Correia de Sousa
PORTUGAL
Thank you for informing us. Please pass on my compliments to Jean with many thanks for all he has done for science, for medicine and for humankind.
Alvaro Cruz  
BRAZIL  
Fantastic Anna,  
Congratulations for the paper.  
Most well deserved to Jean, The Legend (rsrsr).  
Thanks for sharing this.

Wienia Czarleowski  
FRANCE  
Bravo Anna!!!!!!

Jane da Silva  
BRAZIL  
Great!  
Congratulations Anna!

Yehia El Gamal (now deceased...)  
EGYPT  
Congratulations!

Regina Emuzyte  
LITHUANIA  
Congratulations!

Antje Fink-Wagner  
GERMANY  
First of all congratulations for the fantastic article about Jean. Indeed, he is a legend!

Joao Fonseca  
PORTUGAL  
What a lovely text about Jean, thank you for sharing!  
It is a pleasure and an honor to be one of the many friends of Jean from all over the world.

Maia Gotua  
GEORGIA  
Indeed, Prof Jean Bousquet is a great person, he has done a lot for medicine and mankind, as a physician, innovative scientist, etc...  
I saw all information with great pleasure.

Tari Haahtela  
FINLAND  
A wonderfully written story of a very exceptional man! Every word is true and makes justice to Jean, but still gives only a glimpse of his countless activities. His creativity, logic, speed and capability of networking with others explain his enormous impact in science and evidence-based action plans.  
This is true, not only in allergy and immunology, but medicine and biosciences in general.  
Both theories and best practices for a better world!  
Congratulations to Jean but also to you, Anna!

Elham Hossny  
EGYPT  
CONGRATULATIONS!  
Jean deserves the very best; I am so happy for him
Marc HUMBERT  
FRANCE  
Thanks, this is a great article!

Yunuen Huerta  
MEXICO  
Thank you

Zhanat Ispayeva  
KAZAKHSTAN  
We are very proud of you!  
This is truly true!  
You are a legend of allergology / immunology.  
You have inexhaustible creative energy!  
Congratulations on your tremendous work and efforts to maintain ARIA, MACVIA and MASK over the years, as well as the publications that resulted from this.  
This is a recognition of your high professionalism in the development of allergology at the world level.  
Thank you for everything that you do, and I wish you many more events, meetings and such publications about you in the future.  
I would like to wish you creative success and the most wonderful moments in your life.

Juan Carlos Ivancevich  
ARGENTINA  
Thank you very much for letting us know about your excellent article.  
If you agree, I will disseminate it through my channels on social networks and through the Latin American allergy network translated into Spanish.  
Congratulations on the writing and especially to Jean for his impressive scientific career.  
Some of these data I knew through my great friend Carlos Baena-Cagnani, who should have been given a similar tribute at the Latin American level, but unfortunately left us suddenly and prematurely.  
It is a great honor to be able to work and interact with you.  
Congratulations!!!

Ewa Jassem  
POLAND  
Thank you for this nice information.  
Congratulations to All contributors,

Guy JOOS  
BELGIUM  
Thank you for sending the reference!  
Really a nice tribute to a great scientist AND friend!

Jocelyne Just  
FRANCE  
Congratulations!

Fuat Kalyoncu  
TURKEY  
Congratulations!
Igor Kaidashev  
UKRAINE  
Excellent news! Our congratulations!

Musa Khaitov  
RUSSIA  
Congratulations!

Marek Kowalski (now deceased...)  
POLAND  
Dear Anna  
Congratulation to Jean!!!

Vicky Kritikos  
AUSTRALIA  
Wonderful news and such an interesting publication!  
Please congratulate Jean and co-authors

Violeta Kvedariene  
LITHUANIA  
Thank you Anna for this lovely and warm article on Jean. It was an immense pleasure to read. Above all, it's true that Jean is a "legendary" man and we are very lucky to have met him.

Désirée Larenas-Linnemann  
MEXICO  
I so much enjoyed reading this... if you allow me I would like to share this with my group!

Susanne Lau  
GERMANY  
Congratulations! Very good news

Lan Le  
VIETNAM  
Congratulations!

Eli Meltzer  
USA  
Very well done article. The honor is certainly deserved and it has been a great privilege to be a friend of and work with Jean.  
Big virtual hugs

Ralph Mögenes  
GERMANY  
Isn't this a bit premature?  
Who knows what will come from Jean in the future

Mario Morais Almeida  
PORTUGAL  
Great!!!  
Jean was, is, and always will be my inspiration!  
Innovative. The word pour l'Hombre.
Margarita Murrieta
FRANCE
Thank you for sharing this well merited and well done paper.
I am proud and it is my honor to collaborate with Jean. I can imagine how proud you must be after all these long years of collaboration.

Hugo Neffen
ARGENTINA
Thank you for sharing the article reflecting the hard and outstanding work of Jean.
I am really thankful to have been invited to participate in some of his initiatives.

Elizabete Nunes
MOZAMBIQUE
Wow... I’m very happy... congratulations to Prof Jean Julien Raoul Bousquet and all the team for this fantastic work

Sp Palaniappan
MALAYSIA
Congratulations!

Isabella Pali
AUSTRIA
Great, well-written article about Jean! Congratulations: to you, and to Jean – for such fine fellows like you!

Susanna Palkonen
BELGIUM
Great! The article is fabulous
Congratulations to Jean and yourself as his backup, always.

Vincenzo Patella
ITALY
You are totally right about Jean!
He is a real legend!
I appreciate so much your words written together with Anna.

Ruby Pawankar
JAPAN
Hearty congrats to Jean.
He is truly a legend and we are so proud of him and as well very fond of him as our dear friend

Ana Margarida Pereira
PORTUGAL
Congratulations!
It is great and fully deserved!

Tamara Pérez
CHILE
Thank you Anna
Davor Plavec  
CROATIA  
This looks great!!!!

José Angelo Rizzo  
BRAZIL  
Brilliant picture of one of the most remarkable personalities I have ever met. 
Congratulations

Monica Rodriguez Gonzalez  
MEXICO  
Thanks for sharing this FANTASTIC and SO INSPIRING story, and fantastic writing too!

Antonino Romano  
ITALY  
Thanks for sharing! Jean deserved all of this. It’s good news that makes me happy and proud to be an ARIA member.

Nelson Rosario  
BRAZIL  
I am proud of having Jean as a friend and colleague. 
What a history and legacy.

Menachem Rottem  
ISRAEL  
Congratulations!

Philip Rouadi  
LEBANON  
I truly believe you give meaning to the word “legend”. The Allergy field owes you so much. Often a person gives more weight to a title than the other way around. 
I think Anna is fortunate for witnessing closely your work and, with her truly charming and professional character, has helped the scientific community to know you better. 
God bless you both

Glenis Scadding  
UK  
Excellent! A well-deserved honour. 
Congratulations to Jean and to you

Sophie Scheire  
BELGIUM  
Congratulations. What wonderful news!! 
You are so deserving – truly a LEGEND!!!!

Cecilia Sepulveda  
CHILE  
Congratulations! It is a very interesting article.

Michael Shields  
UK  
That’s a really nice tribute and enjoyable read about an extra-ordinary person
Many thanks for your kind message!

Thanks for sharing, what an amazing article to read, so inspiring! Congratulations!
No doubts that Jean is a super role model to us, but few if any of us can even follow/copy what he has done. He is simply a legend! So fortunate to have crossed paths with him!

Great congratulations!!!!

Great publication, congrats!

That’s fantastic...please pass my congratulations to Jean.

I was very amazed by the report sent from Prof Jean's activities.

This is just GREAT! Please, say my best greetings to Jean!

Thank you, and congratulations for this friendly and exhaustive tribute. We all admire and love Jean for his vision and determination: he deeply transformed our understanding of asthma and allergic conditions, and he opened the doors for new approaches/thinking. In parallel, he helped many people getting initial recognition and support for their activities. A remarkable man, indeed!

Congratulations!!
Many hugs to Jean!

Please give my best to Jean Bousquet.

Such a wonderful deserving tribute to a legend who keeps making history each year! Congratulations!
Arzu Yorgancioglu
TURKEY
Congratulations my dear friend
It is an honor to have you as a friend and share your lifelong successes.
Love you so much

Osman Yusuf
PAKISTAN
There is no doubt that Professor Bousquet IS THE KING of Allergy, Immunology and Asthma